
Tec-Refresh is a full service provider of 
cybersecurity, storage, and virtualization 
solutions, project management and consulting. 
They provide services to public and private 
companies – small to large scale enterprises.
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Focused Efforts in a Crowded Space
As an organization, Tec-Refresh is always looking for 
best solutions to help them grow. They were in need 
a marketing application that will help promote their 
business while allowing their team to focus on their 
core strengths. They needed the sales team to sell, the 
marketing team to market, and the sales engineers 
and engineering team to focus on technology design 
and implementation. Marketing automation is 
essential for Tec-Refresh teams to stay focused and 
minimize the administration of marketing programs.

Tec-Refresh is striving stand out and build a stronger 
online presence. The key to differentiating their 
organization from the many other technology service 
providers is for Tec-Refresh to build the perception 
of thought leaders and promote their innovative 
solutions in a way that sets them apart from their 
competitors. 

Differentiation through Thought Leadership
ContentMX has enabled Tec-Refresh to establish 
market differentiation by making it easy to create 
original content and curate high-quality, relevant 
content that can be directly posted to their blog and 
website, and produces content-rich communications 
as part of their strategy. Also important is the ability 
to immediately share that same content on social 
media to spearhead conversations with prospects and 
customers.

By implementing the ContentMX CloudTM,  
Tec-Refresh was able to see the immediate benefits.

“ContentMX Cloud took away the content marketing 
struggle for us as an organization across all disciplines.  
Through curating relevant content and delivering 
campaigns that provided metrics we could follow up and 
actually close business. This alone has been a tremendous 
help for us from a sales standpoint to gain new prospects 
and inform our existing customers of new offerings.”

Turn the page to see the significant business results 
Tec-Refresh attributes to ContentMX.
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Increasing Traffic by More Than 200%
Tec-Refresh is using ContentMX to post directly to 
LinkedIn and Twitter through both personal and 
professional profiles. As a result, they have seen 
responses from peer groups and new prospects as well 
as new inquiries on the website. 

This alone has driven discussions among my peer group 
and net new traffic including prospects, vendors, and other 
luminaries to acknowledge and validate the subject matter. 
The percentage increase in traffic has been significant - 
well over 225%.

Running Campaigns
Easy access to quality original and curated content 
is what brings success to Tec-Refresh. In addition to 
sharing the content, ContentMX has enabled Tec-Re-
fresh to run campaigns that generate leads and allow 
for direct follow up.  For example, the Fortinet Cyber 
Threat Assessment campaign allowed Tec-Refresh to 
target a large group of prospects with a free assess-
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ment program.  Having immediate and direct access 
to white papers and original content was critical to 
this process.  

“ContentMX has made it easier to work with Fortinet and 
the local team.  We were better able to leverage Fortinet 
and run the CyberThreat Campaign.”

Saving Time
The ease of using ContentMX is saving Tec-Refresh 
the time that was previously spent on administrative 
tasks, giving them more time to focus on selling. The 
platform makes it easy to post original and curated 
content as well as have full control over what is 
posted to their blog.  Tec-Refresh is also able to target 
content for the sections of their website where it is 
most relatable, improving the quality and effective-
ness of their web presence.

Strongest Q4 in 5 Year History of the Company
Since engaging with ContentMX, Tec-Refresh has 
seen a significant uptick in the number of new 
prospects as well as an uptick in the number of add-on 
sales that have doubled its business. Tec-Refresh has 
been able to use the ContentMX Cloud to communi-
cate with customers and bring them back into the fold 
for new conversations. 

Since using ContentMX, we have doubled our customer 
count and revenue. We are having the strongest Q4 in the 
5 year history of the company and the core driver behind 
that is ContentMX aiding our organization in marketing. 
We have more customers coming back and more prospects 
inquiring because of our campaigns and content. We also 
booked the largest Fortinet deal in Tec-Refresh’s history.

Tec-Refresh content on a ContentMX hosted microsite 
drives new traffic and captures leads.


